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clients [2]. This becomes particularly relevant not only because
of legal obligations such as the GDPR [6] and HIPAA [7], but
also in general when working with personal and sensitive data
like in the health sector where ML gets increasing attention. In
applications being deployed on end-users’ devices, FL helps
to increase the acceptance as the user’s data never leaves its
device such that more users might be willing to contribute to
a training.
Despite these benefits, FL is vulnerable to adversarial
attacks aiming at extracting information about the used training
data. In these so-called inference attacks, the adversary can,
for example, infer if a specific image was used in training
an image classifier by inferring the model updates [8], [9].
This violates the principal design goal of FL, i.e., protecting
data privacy. Several secure aggregation protocols have been
proposed to address this problem by hindering the aggregator
from analyzing clients’ model updates [10]-[20]. However,
existing approaches are inefficient, impractical, and/or rely on
a trusted third party (TTP) [11]-[13]. In particular, they are
computationally expensive [10], [16], [18], [21], increase the
number of communication rounds [10], [19], and do not tolerate
dropouts [11], [12]. Especially the increase in communication
rounds is problematic, as FL is typically used in a mobile
setting where mobile or edge devices are involved and the
network tends to be unstable, slow, and with low bandwidth [1].
Mobile devices regularly go offline such that dropouts must be
tolerated. Most importantly, these aggregation schemes hinder
the aggregator from accessing the local updates, therefore,
making it impossible to analyze these updates for malicious
client behavior that sabotage the training [22].
Our Contributions and Outline. In this work, we introduce
SAFELearn, an efficient secure aggregation system, prohibiting
access to model updates to impede powerful inference attacks
on FL. In particular, we provide the following contributions
after giving the preliminaries in §II:
• We survey state-of-the-art secure aggregation protocols
for FL and analyze their limitations (§III).
• We introduce a generic design called SAFELearn for
secure aggregation for FL. It is adaptable to various secu-

Abstract— F ed erated lea rn in g (F L ) is a n em erg in g d istrib u ted
m a ch in e lea rn in g p a ra d ig m w h ich a d d resses critica l d a ta p riva cy issu es in m a c h in e lea rn in g b y en a b lin g clien ts, u sin g an
a g g regation server (aggregator), to jo in tly train a glo b a l m od el
w ith o u t rev ea lin g th eir train in g d ata. T h ereb y, it im p ro v es n o t
on ly p rivacy b u t is a lso efficien t as it u ses th e co m p u ta tio n pow er
an d d a ta o f p o ten tia lly m illio n s o f clien ts fo r tra in in g in p arallel.
H ow ever, F L is v u ln era b le to so -ca lled inference attacks by
m a licio u s a g g reg a to rs w h ich ca n in fe r in fo rm a tio n a b o u t c lie n ts’
d ata fro m th eir m o d el u p d a tes. S ecu re a g g reg a tion restricts
the cen tral a g g regator to on ly learn th e su m m ation or avera g e
o f th e u p d a te s o f clien ts. U n fortu n ately, ex istin g p ro to co ls for
secu re a g g reg a tio n fo r F L su ffer fro m h ig h co m m u n ica tio n ,
co m p u ta tio n , a n d m a n y co m m u n ica tio n round s.
In th is w o rk , w e p resen t S A F E L ea rn , a gen eric d esig n for
efficien t p rivate F L sy stem s th a t p ro tects ag a in st in feren ce
atta ck s th a t h a v e to an a ly ze in d iv id u a l c lie n ts’ m o d el u p d a tes
u sin g secu re a g g regation . It is flexib ly ad a p ta b le to th e efficien cy
an d secu rity req u irem en ts o f v a rio u s F L a p p lica tio n s an d can be
in sta n tia ted w ith M P C or F H E . In co n tra st to p reviou s w ork s, w e
on ly n eed 2 ro u n d s o f co m m u n ica tio n in ea ch tra in in g iteration ,
do n o t u se a n y exp en siv e cry p to g ra p h ic p rim itives on clien ts,
to lera te d ro p o u ts, an d do n o t rely on a tru sted th ird party.
W e im p lem e n t a n d b en ch m a rk an in sta n tia tio n o f o u r g en eric
d esig n w ith secu re tw o-p arty co m p u tation . O u r im p lem en ta tio n
a g g reg a tes 5 0 0 m o d els w ith m o re th an 3 00K p a ra m eters in less
th a n 0 .5 secon d s.
Index Terms— F ed erated L earn in g, In feren ce A tta ck s, S ecu re
C o m p u ta tio n , D a ta P rivacy

I. I n

t r o d u c t io n

Federated Learning (FL) became a distributed machine
learning (ML) paradigm since it was introduced by Google
in 2017 [1]. It aims at improving privacy by enabling data
owners to efficiently train a model on their joint training data
with the help of a central aggregator and without sharing their
potentially sensitive data with each other or with the aggregator.
Possible applications include, e.g., next word prediction for
mobile keyboards from Google [2], the analysis of medical
data [3], communication between vehicles [4], and intrusion
detection systems [5]. While FL leverages the power of the
massive amount of data available at edge devices nowadays, it
improves data privacy by enabling to keep data locally at the
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rity and efficiency requirements and multiple aggregation
mechanisms (§IV).
• We implement and benchmark an instantiation of
SAFELearn using secure two-party computation on multiple FL applications and datasets (§V). Our system aggregates 500 models with more than 300K parameters in less
than 0.5 seconds. Our implementation is available as open
source at https://github.com/TRUST-TUDa/SAFELearn.
II. Pr

strong inference attacks by a corrupted aggregator. Thus, in
this work, we aim at hindering the aggregator from accessing
clients’ update to prohibit powerful inference attacks that are
leveraging individual local updates of clients while enabling
efficient FL.
C. Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC)
Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) enables the secure
evaluation of a public function on private data provided by N
mutually distrusting parties [29].
Secure two-party computation (STPC) [30]-[33], a special
case of MPC with two parties (N = 2), allows two parties to
securely evaluate a function on their private inputs.
Thereby, the parties have only access to so-called secretshares of the inputs that are completely random and therefore do
not leak any information. The real value can only be obtained if
both shares are combined. STPC can be used in an outsourcing
scenario [31], where an arbitrary number of weak but even
malicious clients can secret-share their private inputs among
two non-colluding but well-connected and powerful servers
who then run the STPC protocol.

e l im in a r ie s

A. Federated Learning (FL)
Federated Learning (FL) [1], [23] is a concept for distributed
machine learning that links K clients and an aggregator A
who collaboratively build a global model G . In each training
iteration t , A chooses a subset of the K clients and sends
the current global model G t - 1 to them. Instead of sharing
gradients after each training iteration as in standard distributed
machine learning, each of these clients i e K then trains G t - 1
on multiple batches of its training data for multiple epochs
before sending the resulting locally updated model Wi to the
aggregator. Then, A aggregates the received updates Wj into
the global model G t . FL results in less global training iterations
than in standard distributed machine learning and, hence, in
less communication.
Several aggregation mechanisms have been proposed for
FL: (1) Federated-Averaging (FedAvg) [1], (2) Krum [24],
(3) Adaptive Federated Averaging [25], and (4) Trimmed mean
or median [26]. In this work, we focus on FedAvg, which is the
original FL aggregation mechanism, because it is commonly
applied in FL and related work on secure aggregation [10],
[15]-[18]. In FedAvg, the global model is updated by summing
the weighted (by the number of training samples used to train
i=1 Si xsWi , where K is the set of clients,
it) models G t =
si = ||D j|| for training data D i of a client i e K , s = i= | s i ,
and Wi is client i ’s update [1].

D. Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) enables computations on
encrypted data. It allows to perform operations on a ciphertext,
the decryption of which corresponds to algebraic operations
on the plaintext. HE schemes can be classified into partially
(PHE), somewhat (SHE), or fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE). PHE [34] supports either multiplication or addition
under encryption, SHE supports a bounded number of both,
and FHE [35] supports both without limitations.
E. Differential Privacy
Although Differential Privacy (DP) [36] is not the focus
of our work, we shortly summarize it here for the sake of
completeness as it is used in some related works (cf. §III).
Informally, DP [36] randomizes the result of an evaluation
(e.g., by adding noise) to reduce information leakage. More
formally, a randomized algorithm M with domain D satisfies
(e, 5)-DP if for all adjacent datasets d , d * e D and for all
S C Range(M ) it holds, that Pr[M (d) e S] < eEPr[M (d *) e
S] + 5.

B. Inference Attacks on FL
In an inference attack, an adversary aims at learning information about the data used for training a ML model. Membership
inference attacks determine whether certain samples were used
for training [27], property inference attacks infer properties of
training samples independent of the original learning task [9],
distribution estimation attacks estimate the proportions of
training labels in the data [28], and reconstruction attacks
reconstruct training samples [28]. Another distinction can be
made between black box attacks, that are restricted to interpret
the model predictions [28], and white box attacks, that use
model parameters of either the trained model or from the
clients’ updates during the training [27], [28].
FL protects the privacy of the clients’ data against inference
attacks run by third parties, as they can only access the
global model and cannot relate the information inferred from
a global model to a specific client. Additionally, attacks on the
global models tend to be weak and fail to achieve good attack
performance [27]. However, the aggregator in FL has access
to the local updates of each client making FL vulnerable to

III. R e l a t e d W o r k
Tab. I shows a comparison between SAFELearn and previous works with respect to their usability and their privacy
guarantees, more details in [38, Tab. 1].
A. Secure Aggregation for FL with Secret Sharing
Bonawitz et al. [10] introduced secure aggregation for FL.
Their protocol can tolerate client dropouts. They use blinding
with random values, Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS) [39], and
symmetric encryption to prohibit access to local models. However, their aggregation requires at least 4 communication rounds
between each client and the aggregator in each iteration. This
causes a significant overhead for clients typically connected
via WAN and with limited resources.
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TABLE I

C OMPARISON OF PRIVACY- PRESERVING FL FRAMEWORKS. O UR PRIVACY ANALYSIS INCLUDES THE INVOLVEMENT OF A TRUSTED THIRD PARTY AND IF
THE SCHEMES ARE EXTENDABLE TO ACTIVE SECURITY. O UR USABILITY ANALYSIS INCLUDES THE COMMUNICATION ROUND-EFFICIENCY, ROBUSTNESS TO
DYNAMIC CLIENT DROPOUT, THE USAGE OF EXPENSIVE CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS, AND THE AVAILABILITY OF OPEN- SOURCE CODE.
P r iv a c y
F ram ew ork
T ru ex e t a l. [11]
H y b r id A lp h a [12]
B o n a w itz e t al. [10]
B a tc h C r y p t [21]
V eriF L [20]
C h o i e t a l. [17]
F a s tS e c A g g [18]
S A F E R [15]
P O S E ID O N [37]
B ell e t a l. [16]
T U rb o -A g g reg a te [19]
S A F E L e a r n (T h is w o r k )
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VerifyNet [13], and VeriFL [20] use the protocol of Bonawitz
et al. [10]. VerifyNet and VeriFL add verifiability on top of [10]
to guarantee the correctness of the aggregation, but these
protocols rely on a trusted party to generate public/private
key pairs for all clients.
Recently, the authors of [16] and [17] introduced secure
aggregation protocols with polylogarithmic communication and
computation complexity which reduce the overhead compared
to [10]. Their key idea is to replace the star topology of the
communication network in [10] by random subgroups of clients
and to use secret sharing only for a subset of clients instead
of for all client pairs. Both approaches require 3 rounds of
interaction between the server and clients.
FastSecAgg [18] provides a secure aggregation based on
the Fast Fourier Transform multi-secret sharing. It is robust
against adaptive adversaries where the clients can adaptively
be corrupted during the execution of the protocol. FastSecAgg
is a 3 round interactive protocol for private FL.
Turbo-Aggregate [19] reduces the communication and computation overhead of secure aggregation over [10] (cf. Tab. II)
and uses a circular communication topology. The main bottleneck of Turbo-Aggregated is its O (n/ log n) round complexity,
where n is the number of updates/clients (cf. §IV).
SAFER [15] reduces communication costs in FL by compressing updates and combines it with a secure aggregation
protocol based on arithmetic sharing. However, SAFER considers only training with less than 10 clients and no dropouts.
Moreover, SAFER was only benchmarked on independent and
identically distributed (IID) data such that it is unclear if it
works with the typically non-IID data used in FL.

quantization. The clients share their gradients after each training
iteration instead of using FL’s FedAvg mechanism [10] which
significantly increases the number of training iterations. FedAvg
requires division which is not possible with additively HE/SSS.
Furthermore, in EaSTFfly’s HE protocol all clients have to
hold the same secret key such that if a client colludes with the
aggregator all updates can be decrypted.
BatchCrypt [21] reduces the encryption and communication
overhead of HE-based aggregation with a batch encryption
technique and requires only a single round of communication.
Again, using expensive HE (like [11], [14]) makes it unusable
for real-world training with FL.
HybridAlpha [12] uses functional encryption and DP. With
functional encryption, public keys for all clients are derived
from a private/public master key pair. It improves [11]’s runtime
by a factor of 2 x and tolerates dropouts. However, HybridAlpha
relies on a trusted party that holds the master keys and controls
if the aggregator manipulates the aggregation weights.
POSEIDON [37] encrypts the complete FL process including
the local training executed by the clients and, thus, adds
significant computational overhead on each client’s device.
The authors suggest to reduce the clients’ communication by
combining them in a tree-like network instead of the classical
star topology where each client directly communicates with
the central aggregator. Additionally, a distributed bootstrapping
efficiently refreshes ciphertexts and an alternating packing
approach enhances the efficiency of neural network training
under encryption. However, POSEIDON only supports clients’
dropouts when the decentralized bootstrapping is not used.
Generally, all existing protocols for secure aggregation hinder
the aggregators from deploying defenses against so-called
backdooring or poisoning attacks [22], [40] that aim at injecting
a “backdoor” into the ML model, i.e., the model is manipulated
such that it misclassifies a small set of attacker-chosen inputs
as attacker-chosen outputs. Bagdasryan et al. [22] show, inter
alia, how a single client can manipulate FL by injecting a
backdoor that causes green cars to be misclassified as birds.
Such targeted image misclassification can, for example, be
dangerous for face recognition systems deployed at airports.

B. Secure Aggregation for FL with Encryption
Truex et al. [11] combine additively homomorphic encryption
(HE) with DP but cannot tolerate client dropouts. Using HE
results in a significant runtime overhead and their system also
requires 3 rounds of communication. These aspects make it
impractical for real-world FL.
EaSTFfly [14] uses either additively HE with packing
or Shamir’s secret sharing (SSS) [39] in combination with
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FLGUARD [41] and BaFFLe [42] combine secure aggregation
with defenses against backdoor injections.

Algorithm 1 SAFELearn
1: In p u t: K , G o , T > K : set of clients, G 0: initial global model,
T : # iterations
> G T is the global m odel after T iterations
2: O u tp u t: G T
3: for each training iteration t € [1, T ] do
4:
fo r each client i € K t C K d o
> K t C K is randomly
chosen in every iteration.
[Wi ] ^ CLIENTUPDATE([Gt- l])
5:
en d for
6:
7:
[Gt] ^ E g ' [W i]/|K t|
8: en d for

IV. Pr i v a t e Fe d e r a t e d Le a r n i n g
SAFELearn has three major design goals to overcome the
limitations of previous work (cf. §III): (G1) prohibiting access
to individual model updates to counter powerful inference
attacks, (G2) efficiency, and (G3) tolerance to outliers.
A. Adversary Model — Goals and Capabilities
The adversary is a semi-honest1 aggregator such that we
assume it follows the protocol honestly, but attempts to infer
sensitive information about clients’ data D i from their model
updates Wi [43], [44].
In the standard FL setting, the aggregator has access to
all local model updates Wi , such that it can perform model
inference attacks on each local model to extract information
about the corresponding participant’s data D i used for training.
Some existing attacks, e.g., [45], consider that the adversary
(either a semi-honest aggregator or client) aims at inferring
information about training data from the global model G t .
However, these attacks obtain negligible aggregated information
about data (and cannot link it to individual clients) like the
number of classes [45]. For example, Nasr et al. [27] show
that the success of membership inference attacks on only the
global model significantly degrades with an increasing number
of clients. Therefore, our goal is to hide local models from
the aggregator to impede powerful inference attacks while still
enabling efficient and accurate FL.
B. SAFELearn
The simple and generic design of SAFELearn that realizes
the adapted FedAvg with equal weights (cf. §II) in a private
manner is depicted in Alg. 1. It takes the set of clients K, the
initial global model G0, and the number of training iterations T
as input. Then, in each iteration t e [1, T], a random subset
of clients K t C K is chosen following the original design
of FL [1]. Each client i e K t receives the encrypted/secret
shared global model [Gt _ i ] from the aggregator(s) which it
decrypts to train a new updated local model Wi . The client
sends encrypted/secret shared update [Wi ] to the aggregator(s)
for the aggregation of a new global model [Gt ] in Line 6.
Depending on the efficiency and security requirements of
the concrete application, SAFELearn can be realized with
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE), multi-party computation
(MPC), or secure two-party computation (STPC). These secure
computation techniques ensure that the aggregator cannot
access clients’ model updates and intermediate global models
to effectively thwart powerful inference attacks (G1, cf. §IV).
1)
FHE: If FHE with a single semi-honest server (acting as
the aggregator) is used, [Gt ] and [WJ are the encryption of the
models’ parameters. The clients use a multi-party encryption
scheme [46] for encrypting their updates. The secret key
is securely split among the clients such that each of them
can decrypt and access the global updates in plaintext for
1Can be extended to active security, cf. §V.

local training. The clients then re-encrypt the resulting local
model updates and return it to the server who aggregates the
encrypted data to the new global model [Gt ] using the additive
homomorphic properties of the encryption scheme.
2) MPC/STPC: If MPC/STPC is used, [Gt ] and [Wi ] are a
set of secret shares of the models created with the Arithmetic
Sharing technique [47] (cf. §V-A) and held by the N > 2
non-colluding servers. They jointly run the secure aggregation
on these shares (i.e., the N servers together compose the
aggregator). After the secure aggregation, the servers send the
secret shares of the new global models to the clients who
combine them to receive the plaintext global model for the
next local training iteration. Afterwards, they again secretly
share their updates and send one share to each server.
3) Secure Aggregation in SAFELearn: While we used
FedAvg as an example in Line 6 of Alg. 1 given its popularity in
the FL literature (cf. §II-A), different kinds of aggregation can
also be realized with SAFELearn. Concretely, MPC and STPC
support arbitrary computations expressed as Boolean circuit.
Hence, also different aggregation mechanisms can be realized
in a straightforward fashion. For example, the aggregation
mechanism of Krum [24] consists of Argmin, multiplication,
and addition operations. These can be realized by combination
of different MPC/STPC protocols: Boolean sharing for the
secure evaluation of Argmin and Arithmetic sharing for the
secure evaluation of multiplication and addition operations.
Similarly also other aggregation mechanisms (e.g., [25], [26])
can be realized by combining different MPC/STPC techniques.
C. Privacy & Usability of SAFELearn
SAFELearn needs only 2 rounds of communication per
iteration (Line 5). It allows an arbitrary number of clients
to drop out and rejoin as the aggregator(s) can simply adjust
the division factor |K t | by the number of clients that respond
to CLIENT U PDATE (..). Thus, SAFELearn offers efficiency
(G2, §IV) with respect to the number of communication rounds2
and tolerance to outliers (G3, §IV).
The aggregating server(s) do only learn the number of clients
in each training iteration and, hence, SAFELearn effectively
prevents the individual aggregation server(s) from running
inferences attacks on the clients’ local model updates. Moreover,
2Its efficiency w.r.t. communication and computation heavily depends on
its concrete instantiation and cannot be generally assessed. We benchmark it
for an instantiation with STPC in §V to show its practicality.
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the aggregator(s) only hold secret shared or encrypted global
models such that they also cannot run inference attacks on
the global model. Even when the adversary controls a client,
who still has access to the plaintext global model parameters,
the aggregation of the models averages the parameters of all
contributing clients and, thus, makes inference attacks harder
and less effective [27]. Additionally, information extracted
from a global model cannot be linked to a single client.
Therefore, SAFELearn supports the anonymisation of the
individual contributions.
To summarize, SAFELearn is a generic system for secure
aggregation in FL and supports a wide range of applications
by choosing the number of servers based on the specific
security and efficiency requirements. It addresses all design
goals (G1-G3) from the beginning of §IV. FHE/MPC/STPC
support many operations such as addition, multiplication, and
comparison. Those atomic operations also enable to privately
realize aggregation functions beyond FedAvg, e.g., Krum [24].
V. Ex

p e r im e n t a l

Ev a

l u a t io n o f

SAFEL e a

to construct even more efficient protocols than with two servers,
but this has a larger attack surface because an attacker can
attack any of the N > 3 servers and also more non-colluding
parties have to be found to run these servers. However, our
implementation can be easily extended to 3 semi-honest servers
by using the ABY3 [48] framework, N semi-honest servers
by using the MOTION [29] framework, or p malicious servers
by using MP-SPDZ [49].
A. Benchmarks
For our instantiation, we use a combination of two STPC
techniques, which are implemented with state-of-the-art optimizations in the ABY framework [31]: Boolean sharing using
Yao’s garbled circuits [30] for secure evaluation of Boolean
division circuits in a constant number of rounds, as well as
Arithmetic sharing for secure evaluation of additions using the
GMW protocol of Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson [47]. We use
the PyTorch framework [50] for neural network training. All
STPC results are averaged over 10 experiments and run on
two separate servers with Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs with 2.8
GHz and 128 GB RAM connected over a 10 Gbit/s LAN with
0.2 ms RTT.

r n w it h

STPC
Our framework SAFELearn is generic and can be instantiated
with one (FHE) or multiple non-colluding servers (MPC/STPC).
We implement one instantiation of SAFELearn using STPC
as it is often a good trade-off between security and efficiency.
We securely outsource the computation of the SAFELearn
algorithm to two servers that are (1) non-colluding and (2)
semi-honest. These properties and assumptions are described
and justified next.
1) Non-colluding semi-honest servers: We assume that
the two servers are non-colluding. In our envisioned FL
applications mentioned in §I, the two non-colluding servers
could, e.g., be run by two competing antivirus software
companies for network intrusion detection or by two competing
smartphone manufacturers for word prediction. These parties
are assumed to not collude to protect their business secrets and
customers’ data. Moreover, the two servers are assumed to be
semi-honest, meaning that they honestly follow the protocol, but
seek to learn as much information as possible. Service providers,
like antivirus companies or smartphone manufacturers, have an
inherent motivation to follow the protocol because they want
to offer a privacy-preserving service to their customers and if
cheating would be detected, this would seriously damage their
reputation, which is the foundation of their business models.
2) Two servers: We choose N = 2 servers, i.e., STPC,
as a reasonable trade-off between security and efficiency:
With only one server, we would not need the non-collusion
assumption, but this requires very expensive cryptographic
primitives like fully homomorphic encryption [35] or several
rounds of interaction with the clients. As discussed in §I,
it is beneficial to minimize the number of communication
rounds because of the mobile setting with unstable and slow
connections between clients and the aggregator in which FL
is typically used.
Using protocols such as [48] with three or even more noncolluding servers of which at most one can be corrupted allows

B. Applications
We test SAFELearn on three datasets for typical FL applications:
1) Natural Language Processing (NLP): We use a recurrent
neural network with 20M parameters from two long short-term
memory (LSTM) and one linear output layer [22]. In each
iteration t, K t = 100 clients are randomly chosen to train the
model. We use the Reddit dataset from November 2017 [51]
with 20.6M records. Each Reddit user with at least 150 posts
and less than 500 posts is considered as a FL client. We
generated a dictionary based on the most frequent 50 000 words.
2) Image Classification (IC): Following [22], we used the
CIFAR-10 dataset [52] with 50 000 images and a lightweight
version of ResNet-18 with 2.7M parameters from 4 convolutional layers and a fully connected output layer. We split the
dataset among 100 clients as done in [22]. In each training
iteration, the clients locally update the model with a learning
rate of 0. 1.
3) Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS): We use
the IoT NIDS DIoT [5] with three datasets by [5], [53] and
one self-collected dataset from homes and offices located in
Germany and Australia. Following [5], we extracted devicetype-specific datasets capturing the communication behavior of
a smart weather station. We simulate the FL setup by splitting
the data among 106 clients, each having three hours of traffic
measurements and select 100 clients from them at random in
each training iteration. The learning rate is 0. 1.
C. Impact on the the accuracy of the resulting model
To measure SAFELearn’s impact on the model’s accuracy,
we run experiments on all three datasets presented in §V-B.
Tab. III shows our results as well as the experimental setup,
including the number of local training epochs, the number of
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TABLE II

COMPUTATION, COMMUNICATION, AND COMMUNICATION ROUNDS ( BETWEEN SERVER AND CLIENTS) PER TRAINING ITERATION OF SAFEL EARN AND
RELATED WORKS BASED ON S ECRET S HARING. H ERE n IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL MODELS ( I.E., NUMBER OF CLIENTS) AND m IS THE LENGTH OF
MODEL UPDATES. B EST MARKED IN BOLD.
A p p ro a ch

C o m p u ta tio n (S erver)

C o m m u n ica tio n (S erver)

C o m p u ta tio n (C lien t)

C o m m u n ica tio n (C lien t)

R ounds

T U rb o-A ggregate [19]

O(m log n log2 log n)
O (m n2)
O ( m n log n + n log2 n)

O (m n log n)
O (m n + n 2)
O (m n + n log n)
O (m n + n 2)
O (n n log n + m n)

O (m log n log2 log n)
O (m n + n 2)
O (m log n + log2 n)
O(m log n)
O (n log n + m n log n)

O(m log n)
O (m + n)
O(m + log n)
O (m + n)
O( n log n + m)

n / log n
4
3
3
3

O ( m n )

O ( m )

O ( m )

2

B o n a w itz e t al. [10]
B ell e t al. [16]
F a stS ecA g g [18]
C h oi e t al. [17]
S A F E L e a rn (T h is w ork )

O ( m lo g n )

O (m n log n)
O (m n)

previously trained rounds and the total number of clients for
that dataset, from which a subset of 100 clients is randomly
chosen to perform the training in each training iteration. The
results show that SAFELearn has the same accuracy as plaintext
FedAvg.
TABLE III
E x pe r im e n t a l s e t u p a n d a c c u r a c y o f F e d Av g a n d SAFEL e a r n
FOR THE FL APPLICATIONS NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP),
IMAGE CLASSIFICATION (IC), AND NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTION
SYSTEM (NIDS).

Local Epochs
Pretrained Rounds
Available Clients
FedAvg
SAFELearn (This work)

NLP
250
5 000
80000
22.5%
22.5%

IC
2
10000
100
91.7%
91.7%

Fig. 2. Total Execution Time of SAFELearn

VI. C ONCLUSION

NIDS
10
10
106
100.0%
100.0%

In this paper, we introduce SAFELearn, a generic private federated learning design that enables to efficiently thwart strong
inference attacks that need access to clients’ individual model
updates. Moreover, SAFELearn tolerates dropouts and does
not require expensive cryptographic operations, making it more
efficient than previous works with respect to communication
and computation. Furthermore, it does not rely on a trusted
third party. Our evaluation shows that aggregating 500 models
with more than 300K parameters takes less than 0.5 seconds
on commodity hardware.
Future work can realize more instantiations of SAFELearn.
Also the combination of privacy and security in FL which
was considered to be contradicting by Bagdasaryan et al. [22]
can be investigated. SAFELearn’s design could also enable to
integrate a defense against manipulations of malicious clients.

D. Efficiency of SAFELearn
The results of our efficiency evaluation of SAFELearn with
STPC between the two servers for the three datasets with
different numbers of clients per training iteration, ranging from
10 to 500, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The runtime scales
linearly with the number of clients and the communication is
about constant. For NIDS, aggregating 500 models takes 0.5
seconds and the communication between the two servers is
8 MB. Even for the very large NLP model with more than
20M parameters, the aggregation takes less than 80 seconds
and 316 MB between the two servers.
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Fig. 1. Communication Costs per Server in SAFELearn

E. Analytical Complexity
Tab. II shows the substantially improved complexities of
SAFELearn over the five previous works on secure aggregation
for FL that consider dropouts and are not based on computationally expensive HE [10], [16]-[19].
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